
Long‐term preservation and software development
DOBES Archive

Archiving and long‐term preservation of di‐gital material is a task that requires spe‐cialised skills and is therefore best done bya dedicated institution, rather than by eachresearcher or research group individually. Inthe early phases of the DOBES programme,the DOBES Archive was established at theMax Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics inNijmegen as the central place where allcollected recordings and associated materialfrom all documentation projects would bearchived and preserved for the long term.
The DOBES programme played an importantrole in the development of the digital ar‐chiving framework that today forms the coreof The Language Archive (TLA), a unit withinthe Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguist‐ics that is concerned with the archiving oflanguage data in general and the develop‐ment of linguistic tools and languagearchiving software.

Distribution of archives making use of the LAT archiving framework
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The DOBES Archive

Long‐term preservation of digital materialhas two essential aspects:

Long‐term preservation

TLA develops a range of tools for linguists inorder to work with their recorded materialand to organise and archive their collec‐tions. Many of these tools were developed inclose collaboration with the DOBES docu‐mentation projects and with the help ofDOBES funding. The table below gives anoverview of the most important tools.

Tools and infrastructure development

TLA is also heavily involved in the develop‐ment of large‐scale research infrastructuresfor linguistics and for the humanities ingeneral. The projects in which these infra‐structures are developed, such as CLARINand DASISH, aim at interconnecting the cur‐rently fragmented landscape of services andtools that are available to the various re‐search communities.
The DOBES Archive forms an interesting usecase for these infrastructure projects due tounique irreplaceable nature of the record‐ings that are archived and the sensitivitywith respect to providing access to some ofthis material.

» Total number of files: 124000» Hours of video: 2500» Hours of audio: 3700» Written documents: 10800» TeraBytes of data: 11

What’s in the DOBES archive? (Feb. 2013)

The Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, where theDOBES Archive is located

A tape robot is used along with arrays of hard disks to storethe data in the DOBES Archive.

Since all current data storage technologyhas a limited life expectancy, the so‐called“bit‐stream preservation” of data entailsthat one needs to migrate the data to new

» the preservation of the bits and bytes ondigital storage media» ensuring the interpretability of the filesin the long run

AMS Tool for defining accesspermissions on archivedmaterial
Annex Tool for viewing annot‐ated video or audio re‐cordings via the web
Arbil Tool for describing andorganising language data(metadata tool)
IMDIbrowser/search

Tool for browsing andsearching in the onlinecatalog of the archive
ELAN Tool for transcribing andannotating audio andvideo recordings
KinOath Tool for creating kinship(e.g. family tree) dia‐grams and linking thoseto archived material
LAMUS Tool for uploading andorganizing data in thearchive
LEXUS Web‐based tool for creat‐ing multimedia dictionar‐ies (lexica)
Trova Tool for searching intranscriptions and an‐notations in the archive
Vicos Tool for visualising concep‐tual relations between en‐tries in a LEXUS dictionary

data carriers and up‐to‐date storage tech‐nology periodically, typically every 5 yearsat the moment. Bit‐stream preservation alsomeans that sufficient backup copies of thedata should be created in different geo‐graphical locations, in case the archivewould be destroyed due to a disaster such asfire or flood. Currently there are 7 copies ofall data in the DOBES archive: 2 copies inNijmegen, 2 in Göttingen, 2 in Munich(Garching) and 1 in Leipzig. In addition,some data is also copied to regional archivesthat are closer to the areas where the lan‐guages were documented and that make useof the same technological framework that isused for the DOBES Archive (LAT – LanguageArchiving Technology).
Keeping the data interpretable in the longrun is also a challenge, since software pro‐grams and file formats typically do not havean eternal life either. Take for example theWordPerfect format, which was very com‐mon as a word processing format 15 yearsago and is almost not used any more today.If you come across a WordPerfect file today,you will have a hard time opening it andlooking at the content. An archive thereforeneeds to migrate files to newer formats be‐fore the current ones become obsolete.




